On October 11, 2019, California Governor Gavin Newsom signed into law AB 539, sponsored by Assembly member Monique Limon, which targets predatory long-term payday loans and limits the interest rates on loans of $2500 to $10,000. The following are quotes from the transcripts of August 2019 earnings calls by three publicly-traded payday lenders that offer high-cost installment loans in California at rates of 135% to 199% describing their plans to enter into rent-a-bank schemes to evade the new law. Banks are generally not subject to state interest rate limits, and in other states some payday lenders have used banks to originate loans that are them quickly assigned back to the payday lender, claiming that this arrangement permits high-rate loans. Litigation is pending challenging whether the banks are in fact the true lender and whether banks can assign their immunity from state laws to a state-regulated lender.

CURO Group Holdings Corp. (Speedy Cash), earnings call August 2, 2019, from SeekingAlpha.com:

Don Gayhardt: “In terms of regulation at the state level in California, we expect a new law to pass in September, capping the APR on [$2500] installment loans at about 38.5%, making our current installment products no longer viable... We also continue to work on a number of new product and partnership opportunities that could give us the ability to serve our California customers with larger, longer term loan products.” (p.3)

John Rowan: “And then what's the status with Meta?”

Roger Dean: “So we continue to talk to Meta and we continue to talk to other banks about partnership opportunities... I think we feel very good about being able to find products and partnerships that will serve our, the customer base in California that wants this longer, longer term, larger installment loan or possibly as a line of credit product... And I think from a margin standpoint, it's, the bank partnerships are great. You have to sacrifice a little bit of the economics there because you have a, you have a bank partner there that's going to need a good rev share... And I think, the big as you, a lot of that is dependent on filling the demand in California with bank partnership opportunities and we feel like that, that we've got a good, a really good opportunity to do that.” (pp. 7-8)
Elevate Credit Inc. (Rise and Elastic), earnings call July 29, 2019, from SeekingAlpha.com:

Jason Harvison: “As you know, in California a piece of legislation named AB539 continues to move ahead. In summary, the proposal would limit the amount of interest that can be charged loans from $2,500 to $10,000. So what does this mean for Elevate? As you know, we believe our product diversity serves as a competitive advantage and similar to our recent experience in Ohio, we expect to be able to continue to serve California consumers via bank sponsors that are not subject to the same proposed state level rate limitations." (p. 5)

John Hecht: “And then real quickly, in California, if you shifted 100% of the volume to your bank partner there, would it have an yields or anything? Or is it really just a change of the distribution mechanism?”

Jason Harvison: “Yes. John, for Elastic, we don't have any exposure there because that's already originated by Republic Bank. For Rise, that's all done through a state license approach. But because we have multiple bank partners, we are confident that we can make that transition. We did this in Ohio last year. It was very seamless. And the effective yield that we are looking at on the product would be very similar to what we have on the market today. So we think the impact would be minimal and this transition would be pretty seamless.” (p. 6)

Chris Lutes: “Realistically, we will probably use a new bank to originate as we transition into California for Rise. It will be bank probably different than FinWise. So that will add to the diversification.” (p. 6)

Giuliano Bologna: “And then thinking about the California side, granted that's still early. But are there other opportunities to expand that and even potentially go below $2,500 with a bank partner?”

Chris Lutes: “Yes. I mean that's one of the nice things. Banks don't have the same limitations as a state license vendor would. So whereas the minimum loan size in California today is $2,600, a bank would have the ability to a loan down to $500 and hopefully have a wider range of consumers that they would serve.” (p. 10)

Enova International Inc. (NetCredit, CashNetUSA), earnings call July 26, 2019, from SeekingAlpha.com:

David Fisher: “One potential change is a California bill that will cap interest rate at roughly 38% on personal loans between $2,500 and $10,000. This bill has passed the assembly and the first 2 of 3 committees in the Senate. We expect to be heard in the third committee during the last week of August and the last day for the Senate to act on this bill is September 13. We currently offer 3 products in California, a single-pay product, a subprime installment product and a near-prime installment product. If the bill passes in its current form, we will need to wind down our subprime installment product in California. But this product was only about 2.5% of originations last quarter. The bill will not impact our single-pay product, and we will likely convert our near-prime product [NetCredit] to a bank-partner program, which will allow us to continue to operate in California at similar rates to what we charge today.” (p. 3)
David Fisher: “There's no reason why we wouldn't be able to replace our California business with a bank program. So that's really the answer for us in California, plus we can keep our single-pay product. The current bill doesn't impact the single-pay product at all. So we actually think if you look kind of beyond 2020, we don't think this is the right answer, but we actually think we can come out ahead with the kind of, vacancy -- with all the subprime installment lenders acting in the State. And probably, more importantly, the subprime title lenders exiting the State, it creates a huge opportunity for our near-prime product in California, and obtaining these bank programs aren't easy. There's not going to be nearly as much competition there, kind of, financially, it could be a win. From a regulatory standpoint, not a win, but financially, actually could be a win for us if this California bill does indeed pass.”

John Rowan: “Okay. And just last question here. Do you have a bank partner in place already? Just remind me, that will allow you to make higher rate loans that is, kind of, pass the product through their regulator?”

David Fisher: “We do have a bank program. We do have a bank partner that does higher interest rate loans, and kind of, we'll have to do a couple of quick changes to our program with them to offer that in California, but we don't see any reason why we couldn't do that.”

David Fisher: “In terms of the conversion to a bank program, we give up a couple about percentages -- a couple percent of margin to the bank partner, but other than that it's largely like-for-like. And again, I think given the increased opportunity in California from all the subprime installment lenders that will leave the State, the storefront guys that won't be able to compete. And again, the subprime entitled lenders who are really impacted by this bill, such a large opportunity for NetCredit. Happy to -- almost happy to pay those couple of points of margin to capture that opportunity.”